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Abstract

Real-time visualization of massive terrain eleva-
tion models is limited by expensive disk to mem-
ory I/O. Furthermore, level-of-detail rendering of
such massive terrain models is hindered by com-
plex per-vertex level-of-detail and culling tests. The
concept of a per-vertexlive rangeis introduced in
this paper. Using thislive range, the algorithm re-
uses per-vertex visibility computation from previ-
ously displayed frames efficiently during continu-
ous view-dependent level-of-detail fly-over visual-
izations. This concept is simple but extremely ef-
fective. Experimental results show that more than
90% of vertex visibility computations and out-of-
core access for those vertices can be avoided.

1 Introduction

Although there is a remarkable pace in the advance
of computational resources and storage for real-
time visualization the immensity of the input data
continues to outstrip any advances. The task for in-
teractively visualizing such a massive terrain is to
render a triangulated mesh using a view-dependent
error tolerance, thus intelligently and perceptually
managing the scene’s geometric complexity. At any
particular instance in time (i.e. displayed frame),
this level-of-detail(LOD) terrain surface consists of
a mesh composed of hundreds of thousands of dy-
namically selected triangles. The triangles are se-
lected using the current time-step’s view parame-
ters and the view-dependent error tolerance. Mas-
sive terrain data easily exceeds main memory stor-
age capacity such that out-of-core rendering must
be performed. This further complicates the trian-
gle selection and terrain rendering owing to tertiary
storage’s relatively poor performance.

Consider a continuous fly-over of a massive

terrain data. Arbitrarily choosing between any
two consecutive frames, there exists a significantly
large spatial coincidence. The proposed algorithm,
SMART, dramatically improves the previous state-
of-the-art by introducing the paradigm of a vertex
live range. Each vertex has an associated live range.
An a priori judgment can be made of what vertices
need to be recalled from tertiary storage using a live
range check. With this strategy, SMART exploits
frame-to-frame coherence and generates an up-
dated view-dependent LOD terrain representation
by touching only those vertices that have changed
between frames. Hence per-vertex LOD selection
and culling costs are dramatically reduced. More-
over, this reduction directly reduces the amount of
out-of-core I/O.

2 Previous Work

Many researchers have investigated efficient means
to view-dependently update and render an LOD
mesh. The current methods can be divided into two
classes according to how the mesh updating tran-
spires: triangle-level updatingor triangle-cluster-
level updating. Triangle-level updating is a per-
triangle per-vertex mesh updating approach. For
any change in the mesh’s resolution, the LOD sys-
tem will test and operate on vertices. Whereas
triangle-cluster-level updating operates on aggre-
gate triangle groups of two or more triangles. In
other words, the LOD system will operate on trian-
gle patches.

Each approach has benefits and drawbacks.
Since triangle-level updating is per-vertex, this al-
lows for fine-grain LOD vertex selection with im-
plicitly given regular subdivision triangle mesh con-
nectivity. For a given error tolerance, the number of
vertices of an LOD mesh is minimized. Examples
such as [10, 9, 19, 12, 4, 6, 7], are simple to im-
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plement using a general strategy of a recursive top-
down traversal of the multiresolution triangulation
hierarchy.

Out-of-core terrain rendering methods based on
triangle-level updating have been proposed in [13,
14, 5]. [14, 5] sort grids of the terrain data with in-
terleaved quadtree, a vertex storage position on disk
is determined by its position on a quadtree repre-
senting the terrain. This data layout is efficient for
bin-tree and quadtree refinement. In this paper we
realized our algorithms based on SOAR, an imple-
mentation of [5]. In [13], a vertex storage position
is calculated from its position in the quadtree and its
object space error, efficient out-of-core LOD vertex
selection is then supported.

A recursive top-down traversal of the multireso-
lution triangulation hierarchy means that for every
visible triangle, each vertex is re-evaluated for every
rendered frame. In lieu of testing a large number
of vertices, triangle-cluster based approaches have
been proposed as a more efficient mesh updating
alternative. In these methods such as [1, 16, 15,
3, 11], a set of triangles is clustered as one aggre-
gate triangle to reduce LOD update computations;
that is processing one patch of triangles rather than
a large number of individual vertices. The speed-
up costs increased algorithm complexity and loss
of fine-grain LOD selection. Along cluster bound-
aries, the triangles are much more dense causing an
uneven triangle distribution. Moreover, because of
size limitations due to the triangle cluster granular-
ity, many more triangles are rendered than neces-
sary which offsets some of the gained performance,
especially in the case that the graphics hardware is
not very powerful. Due to coarse-grain refinement,
jitters and popups of view are more serious.

A second avenue of improvement would be to re-
use previously computed LOD and visibility infor-
mation. A notable approach has been presented in
[9] which re-uses previously computed LOD infor-
mation by storing this information in two priority
queues; one each for potential mesh simplification
and refinement candidates. Only a limited num-
ber of high-priority mesh update candidates are ac-
cessed and re-evaluated for each frame.

Our method, SMART, does not maintain any
sorting data structure, neither accesses the vertex it-
self, usually it is costly from out-of-core, if the ver-
tex status is constant. SMART minimizes the per-
vertex LOD and view culling tests to such a large

degree that it is competitive to cluster-based LOD
selection, however, offering at the same time fine-
grain LOD vertex selection to generate smoother
view with minimal number of necessary triangles.

3 View-dependent Terrain Triangula-
tion

In this section we review and summarize the prelim-
inary techniques for multiresolution terrain triangu-
lation that form the basis LOD data structure used
in our algorithm.

3.1 Triangle Bin-tree

Among the multiresolution terrain models reviewed
in [8], we use the triangle bin-tree definition [9, 4,
14] here. In this context, mesh refinement is per-
formed by recursively splitting a triangle at the mid-
point of its longest edge [17] as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1. Hence this refinement rule defines a binary
hierarchy on the triangles, or on the base vertices
(midpoints of the longest edges) as shown in Fig-
ure 2. See [9, 4, 14] for more implementation de-
tails.

level l+2level l level l+1 level l+3

base ver tex, midpoint of longest side

Figure 1:Recursive longest-side midpoint triangle subdivision.
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Figure 2: Vertex selection in a triangle bin-tree structure of a
coarse triangle (a,b,c). All vertices of the inner (visible) nodes as
well as the (next-level) extended nodes of the triangle bin-tree are
tested.

3.2 Error Metric

The decision if a vertexv is selected in a particular
frame is based on a view-dependent error-metricρv

that measures the geometric distortion of the LOD-
mesh in screen-space. For each frame, all vertices
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with ρ larger than some user given thresholdτ , and
the corresponding triangles, are selected to form
the rendered LOD-mesh. As usual, we define the
object-space errorδv of any (base) vertexv as its
vertical distance to the (longest-side) edge of the
triangle it refines (see also Figure 1). The basic
screen-space error-metricρv is then defined as

ρv = α
δv

|P − v| , (1)

whereP is the current viewpoint, and the factor
α = m

φ
is based on the number of pixels on screen

along the measured field-of-view (FOV) angleφ.
However, to allow efficient vertex selection by

top-down traversal of the bin-tree, the error-metric
has to be increasing monotonically in the multires-
olution hierarchy. This can be achieved by anerror
saturationas introduced in [6] which can also be
extended to view-dependent error-metrics as shown
in [18, 14]. Hence we introduce a maximalρmax

such that all vertices withρmax < τ can safely be
ignored as:

ρmax
v = α

δmax
v

|P − v| − rmax
v

. (2)

The object-space errorδmax
v is the saturated ge-

ometric error as in [6]. Additionally, we must also
account for the saturated nested bounding sphere ra-
diusrmax

v of each vertexv [18, 14] to avoid cracks
in the adaptive LOD triangulation. Bothδmax

andrmax are easily computed in a pre-process by
propagating the appropriate values bottom-up in
the triangle bin-tree multiresolution hierarchy (Sec-
tion 3.1), leaving each vertex’ object-space error
and radius equal to or greater than that of all its de-
scendants1 (see also [18, 14, 6]).

From here on we assume that the valuesδv, rv

andρv of a vertexv are the maximal saturated val-
ues as described above. Therefore, given a user
specified screen-space error thresholdτ , the view-
dependent LOD-mesh for a particular viewpointP
consists of all vertices withρ > τ , or from Equa-
tion 2 with

|P − v| < α

τ
δv + rv. (3)

1Of which there are four, as a refinement edge is shared by
two triangles and there are two descendants in each triangle, see
Figure 2

3.3 Refinement Cost

As illustrated in Figure 2, assuming there areI in-
ternal nodes corresponding to the set of selected
vertices, then a complete refinement addsE = I+1
nodes or vertices (one-level binary tree extension).
On the other hand, refining every of theT triangles
of the current LOD means addingE = T nodes.
Therefore, the total number of nodes visited in a re-
cursive top-down traversal is then:

N = E + I = 2T − 1. (4)

Equation 4 and the fact thatT is about twice the
number of vertices in a triangle mesh clearly show
that per-vertex tests are performed in an abundant
way. In particular, even if no triangle is subdivided,
neverthelessE = T tests are performed. This test-
ing performed for each rendered frame amounts to
a significant time and possibly I/O cost.

4 LOD Mesh Updates

In this section we describe our new algorithm
for optimized view-dependent LOD-mesh updates.
Our goal is to avoid the repetitive cost and only per-
form LOD and view culling computation for the few
vertices that are indeed candidates for updating the
LOD-mesh for a given viewpoint.

Ideally, when we check a vertex’s status, we want
to know not only its status at the current moment.
We would also like to know when its current sta-
tus will possibly change, no matter how the view-
dependent parameters will vary. This time period
is called thelive rangeof a vertex. To compute
a vertex’s live range, we define for each vertex a
safe-distance. No matter how the view point moves,
a vertex status keeps constant if the view point is
within its safe distance. Only if the viewpoint inval-
idates the safe-distance to a vertex does its visibility
status possibly change.

In the following we first introduce a vertexτ -
safe-distance and culling-safe-distance. Then ex-
plain a vertex’s live range and how to use it to re-
place costly floating point LOD and view culling
computation.

4.1 τ -Sphere

Let’s consider vertex LOD selection only in this
section. With respect to Equation 3 let us first define
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theτ -sphereof radiusrτ
v around a vertexv.

rτ
v =

α

τ
δv + rv. (5)

A vertex v is only selected for any viewpoint
P within its τ -sphere; where Equation 3 is satis-
fied. Therefore, regardless of how the viewpoint
P moves, the vertexv remains rendered as long
asP stays within theτ -sphere ofv, see also Fig-
ure 3. Similarly, a vertex is always not selected as
long as the view point stays outside of itsτ -sphere.
Therefore, when a vertex status is known, it will not
change until the viewpoint crosses itsτ -sphere.

Theτ -sphere radiusrτ
v of a vertexv(Equation 5)

is determined by the user given screen-space er-
ror toleranceτ , and the saturated geometric er-
ror δv and nested bounding sphere radiusrv. As
τ changes infrequently during a visualization, it
leavesrτ

v of vertexv constant most of the time.
Let us examine a vertexv’s LOD status at time

t for viewpointPt and how its LOD status changes
for subsequent viewpointsPt+δt. For this we intro-
duce the vertexv’s τ -safe-distancedτ

v(t) that de-
fines if a vertexv is selected (dτ

v(t) ≥ 0) or not
(dτ

v(t) < 0) as:

dτ
v(t) = rτ

v − |Pt − v| (6)

As illustrated in Figure 3, for a selected vertexv and
viewpointPt with safe-distancedτ

v(t) > 0, a new
viewpoint Pt+1 with d1 = |Pt+1 − Pt| does not
alter the status ofv as long asdτ

v(t)− d1 is positive
because

dτ
v(t + 1) = rτ

v − |Pt+1 − v|
≥ rτ

v − |Pt − v| − |Pt+1 − Pt|
= dτ

v(t)− |Pt+1 − Pt|. (7)

Theτ -safe-distancedτ
v(t) measures the degree of

freedom of unconstrained movements the viewpoint
P can enjoy before the LOD status of a vertexv is
potentially affected. Theτ -safe-distancedτ

v(t) is
initialized when a vertex visibility is computed at
the first time and is then estimated atd̄τ

v(t + δt) =

dτ
v(t)−∑δt

i=1
di with di = |Pt+i−Pt+i−1|. Only

when the sign ofd̄τ
v(t) changes, the actualdτ

v(t)
is re-evaluated. This conservative check guarantees
that all high risk vertices are being found.

r
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Figure 3: The concept ofτ -sphere of a vertexv and itsτ -
safe-distancedτ

v(t), given the view point moves fromPt, through
Pt+1, to pt+2. At Pt+1, dτ

v(t) − d1 ≥ 0, vertexv remains
visible. But atPt+2, dτ

v(t)−d1−d2 < 0 causes re-evaluation
of theτ -safe-distancedτ

v at timet + 2.

4.2 View Culling

The number of processed vertices is greatly reduced
by view-frustum culling. This culling-visibility
test is done simultaneously with the vertex LOD-
visibility evaluation, and can be performed effi-
ciently due to the nested bounding sphere hierarchy
included in the triangle bin-tree structure (see also
Section 3.2).

Essentially, view-frustum culling consists of ver-
ifying the distance ofv and its bounding sphere
to the bounding planes of the view frustum pyra-
mid. Given the signed distancedi

v, which is posi-
tive when the vertex is outside of the view volume,
of vertexv to the current view frustum planesi at
time t (see also Figure 4), we define the vertexv’s
culling-safe-distancedc

v(t) that defines if a vertex’s
bounding sphere is overlapping or within the view
frustum (dc

v(t) ≥ 0) or not (dc
v(t) < 0) as:

dc
v(t) = min

i
(rv − di

v) (8)

Similar to the definition of theτ -safe-distancedτ
v ,

dc
v defines a conservative safe distance the view

point can move before the culling status of vertexv
is re-evaluated. Vertex culling-safe-distance is sim-
ilarly computed along the nested bounding sphere
hierarchy. For instance, if the bounding sphere of
a vertex is in the view frustum, we set the culling-
safe-distance of each of its descendants equal to its
rv without performing any further accurate compu-
tation.

4.3 User Movement

We classify the patterns of user navigation into two
categories: translation and rotation. Any arbitrary
motion can be deemed as a combination of those
two. As illustrated in Figure 5, translation maintains
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Figure 4: The concept of a vertex’ bounding sphere and its
culling-safe-distancedc

v(t) = mini(rv − di
v). The view frus-

tum planeP i can move bydc
v(t) without changing vertexv’s

culling status.

a constant viewing direction while rotation keeps
the viewpoint fixed.

For translation, a vertex’τ -safe-distancedτ
v is

bounded by Equation 7. Similarly, we bound the
culling-safe-distancedc

v using the following prop-
erty:

|dc
v(t+1)| ≥ |dc

v(t)|−di′ ≥ |dc
v(t)|−|Pt+1−Pt|

(9)
wheredi′ is the maximal distance between the

same bounding planei of the view frustum for two
different viewpointsPt andPt+1.

For rotation the coordinates of the viewpoint re-
main constant and hence theτ -safe-distancedτ

v will
not change for any vertexv. However, the culling-
safe-distancedc

v changes whenever the bounding
planes of the view frustum rotate. Unfortunately
this rotational change cannot be measured as uni-
formly as in Equation 9 for translation. Hence we
have to re-compute the culling-safe-distancedc

v in
that case. However, we notice that becausedτ

v stays
constant we only need to updatedc

v for verticesv
with currentdτ

v ≥ 0.
We can define any user navigation with a linear

combination of the above translation and rotation.
In the case involving rotation,dτ

v is checked and
updated as that in translation, whiledc

v is forced to
re-evaluate for a vertex if it is LOD-visible and its
bounding sphere is not completely within the view
volume. In practice, the number of these vertices is
relatively small.

4.4 Dynamic Vertex Selection

For a translation, the safe-distancesdτ
v anddc

v of a
vertexv are both updated by the difference between
consecutive viewpoints, according to the formula 7
and 9. If a vertexv is selected, both itsdτ

v anddc
v are

View Volume

Same View Direction

Pt-1

Pt

(a) Translation

Different View
Direction

Pt-1(Pt)

(b) Rotation

view point

Figure 5:The two different categories of user navigation. Any
arbitrary movement is a combination of translation and rotation.

not negative. To be simple and uniform, combin-
ing the τ -safe-distance and culling-safe- distance
we define the overall safe-distance of vertexv at
momentt as

dv(t) = min (|dτ
v(t)|, |dc

v(t)|). (10)

To avoid updating safe-distance for each vertex
at every moment, we then define thelive-rangeof a
vertexv as

Lv = ft +
dv(t)

Smin
, (11)

whereft is the frame number at timet, andSmin

is the minimal speed the view point moves (per
frame). Assume the positions of the viewpoint at
time t− 1 andt arePt−1 andPt respectively , then
ft is updated as follows:

ft = ft−1 + b |Pt − Pt−1|
Smin

c. (12)

The live rangeLv of v defines the period that
v’s visibility status is constant.Lv is updated only
whenv’s status is updated.ft is calculated once for
each frame.v’s visibility status will not change at
the momentt if ft < Lv; otherwiseLv needs to be
re-evaluated. HereLv andft are both integers.

Even though we define aSmin, the low bound of
speed here, the user’s navigation speed can be less
thanSmin without violating the algorithm correct-
ness. In that case the less the actual speed is than
Smin, the more conservative the vertexLv test will
be.

Similarly we apply the concepts offt and ver-
tex live range to rotation. The slight difference is
that we use one bit to keep the sign ofdτ

v for a
vertexv. If v’s bounding sphere overlaps with the
current view volume anddτ

v is not negative,dc
v is

re-evaluated andLv is updated if necessary. If the
user motion is a combination of translation and ro-
tation, we first check whetherft < Lv for a vertex
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v. If it holds and the sign ofdτ
v is not negative,

dc
v is re-calculated andLv is then possibly updated

whenv is not completely within the view volume.
Otherwise ifft ≥ Lv, the vertex visibility status
is re-computed andLv is updated as in the case of
translation.

The basic vertex LOD and culling status check-
ing algorithms are summarized in Figure 6. We
check each vertex in a depth-first traversal of the
triangle bin-tree hierarchy. Given the return ver-
tex status with respect to both LOD and culling, the
traversal recursively subdivides triangles if neces-
sary and generates the triangle-strip rendering prim-
itive along the way as described in [14].

VerexScan-translation(v)

1 if (ft ≤ Lv)

2 //do nothing.

3 else

4 computedτ
v , dc

v ;

5 updatev.status;

6 updateLv ;

7 return v.status;

VerexScan-rotation(v)

1 if (ft ≤ Lv)

2 if (dτ
v ≥ 0 &&

v’s bounding

sphere intersects

the view volume)

3 computedc
v ;

4 update

v.status;

5 updateLv ;

6 else

7 computedτ
v , dc

v ;

8 updatev.status;

9 updateLv ;

10 return v.status;

Figure 6:Pseudo-code for vertex selection.

4.5 Memory Management

With each vertex we store only its live range value
and two bits for its visibility status and the sign
of its τ -safe-distance respectively, 4 bytes in total.
Similar to the technique in SOAR, the information
of each vertex coordinates and other pre-computed
values is loaded from out-of-core every time when
needed. The vertices are organized in the binary
refinement tree. This binary tree is then mapped
to a fixed-length 1D array space in the main mem-
ory, shown in Figure 7, this array is called the bin-
tree array. The vertices (or tree nodes) are ordered
with the sequence they are exploited so that good
data locality is reserved. The process of LOD mesh
computation is a depth-traversal of this dynamically
changed binary tree. At each moment newly split
vertices are inserted into the end of the array se-

quentially.
When the 1D array is full at momentt, we create

a new array of the same size. All vertices necessary
for the momentt are copied from the old array and
inserted to the new one sequentially. The old array
is then destroyed. This strategy keeps the memory
management simple and efficient because we need
not to maintain a complex and expensive scheme to
keep track of the usage of each slot in the array and
to do garbage collection.

As we know, when the user navigation is contin-
uous and smooth, relatively very few vertices are
changed between two consecutive frames. With the
array storing the binary refinement tree, we allocate
a similar array called vertex array, to store the coor-
dinate and the normal information for the checked
vertices. We cache this vertex array to the graphics
card memory. For each frame, therefore, only in-
dices of the vertices in the triangle strip are passed
to the graphics card. The vertex array is updated
and handled exactly the same as the bin-tree array.

... ... ...v ... bin-tree array
in main memory

left child

right child

... ... ...v ... vertex array
in graphics card

v�s live range

v�s coordinates and normal

indices of v in the two arrays are same

new vertex insertion starting
at the first unused slot

Figure 7: Illustration of vertex information storage in main
memory. The vertices in the array are inserted and ordered nat-
urally as their exploiting sequence.

5 Experimental Results

In this section we present the results of our algo-
rithm and compare them with SOAR2 with expen-
sive morphing turned off. The computer we used
is a DELL Dimension 8200 with P4 2.8GHz CPU,
512MB RAM , Windows XP system and nVIDIA
GeForce FX5900 graphics card. In the experiments
we have tested three techniques: SOAR, our algo-
rithm (SMART) without vertex cache and our algo-
rithm with vertex cache (SMART + Cache). With
vertex cache, we store a copy of tested vertices in
the memory of graphics card. The data set we used
is over the Puget Sound area in Washington, made
up of 8193 × 8193 elevation grid with 20 meters

2The source code of SOAR and the data set used in this
paper are offered by Peter Lindstrom and Valerio Pascucci at
http://www.cc.gatech.edu/gvu/people/peter.lindstrom.
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horizontal and 0.1 meter vertical resolution. The
data file on disk is organized with the technique of
interleaved quadtree indexing used in SOAR, occu-
pying 2GB disk space. The window size in all test
cases are800 × 600 pixels. The fly-over routes of
all cases are identical.

Figure 8 demonstrates the effectiveness of our al-
gorithm. When the screen error tolerance is one
pixel, compared to SOAR, SMART performs less
than 10% vertex visibility computation for most
frames. This ratio is slightly beyond 20% in the
worst case. This number shows that during the
mesh computation, not only the 90% expensive vis-
ibility computations are avoided, but possible out-
of-core vertex accessing for these vertices are also
avoided. This lead to great improvement of the final
rendering performance. The speedup over SOAR

Cost of Vertex Visibility Computation
Assuming Cost of SOAR per Frame is 1.0
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Figure 8:Compared to the technique in SOAR, the ratio of nec-
essary vertex accesses and visibility computations with SMART
along the flying route when the screen space error tolerance is 1
pixel and frame-to-frame incoherence is 0.61%.

for overall performance and pure mesh computation
are displayed in Figure 9 for different screen space
error tolerances, assuming the speed of SOAR is 1
respectively. Our algorithm can achieve more than
12 overall speedup when the screen space error tol-
erance is 1 pixel. The reason that higher speedup
gained for more complex view is that costly visi-
bility computation and out-of-core access for more
vertices are avoided. SMART+Cache technique has
higher speedup than SMART due to vertex caching
and hardware-supported fast vertex array render-
ing. The process of pure mesh computation is the
whole visualization process except OpenGL calls,
which includes vertex visibility status computation

Average Speedup
Assuming Speed of SOAR is 1
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Figure 9: Overall and pure mesh computation speedups for
different screen space error tolerance, comparing to SOAR, with
frame-to-frame incoherence 0.61%..

and final triangle strip construction. It is notice-
able that the speedup with SMART technique is also
very high. Similar to the technique in SOAR, there
isn’t any vertex pre-computed information cached
in main memory with SMART. This big speedup
is purely because of the reducing of vertex vis-
ibility status computations and out-of-core vertex
accesses with the technique SMART. Figure 10

Average Speedup of SMART+Cache vs. Frame Incoherence
Assuming Speed of SOAR is 1
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Figure 10: Overall and pure mesh computation speedup with
SMART+Cache for different frame-to-frame incoherence when
the screen space error tolerance is 2 pixels.

presents SMART+cache speedup over SOAR with
different frame-to-frame incoherence. The average
frame-to-frame incoherence is measured by the av-
erage percentage of changed triangles between con-
secutive frames. When the incoherence is 5.29%,
in which the view point moves at around 20 km per
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second, the overall speedup and pure mesh compu-
tation speedup are more than 7 over SOAR. They
reach 8 and more when the frame-to-frame incoher-
ence declines to 1.36%, due to much less floating
number computations for updating vertex visibility
status. The speedup is reduced to 6 when the inco-
herence is 0.61%. In this case good data locality is
preserved with the data layout technique in SOAR,
reducing the number of page faults, then improving
the out-of-core data access efficiency for SOAR.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a simple, easy-to-
implement but very effective algorithm for interac-
tive out-of-core terrain rendering. With this tech-
nique, the live range of each vertex is computed
and kept when its visibility status is calculated for
the first time. Later the costly visibility compu-
tation and real out-of-core access for this vertex
are avoided for mesh computation when the live
range of the vertex is not out-of-date. Due to re-
ducing large amount of out-of-core I/O and con-
verting more than 90% vertex visibility status com-
putation, each of them involving several expensive
floating point calculations, to a single integer com-
parison, great speedup is achieved. This algorithm
is also suitable for those machines which have lim-
ited floating point computation capability. In the
distributed or mobile environment, if we push ver-
tex visibility computation to the server, the hard-
ware configuration for client may be very simple.
Further optimization techniques such as data pre-
fetching, separate threads for rendering and data
fetching, better methods for dynamic triangle strip
updating, can also be applied to improve the perfor-
mance more.
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